Budget Review – Paula Davis

- The initial check of 1/3 of the total award has been distributed to each undergraduate award winner. The request for this initial check to be paid should be submitted in July after student presentations have been registered for the annual meeting.

Nomination for 2012 ESA-VP ELECT

- The PIE GC is currently soliciting nomination packages for potential 2012 ESA-VP ELECT candidates. The GC will review nomination packets and select an individual to endorse. Currently, only one individual has expressed interest, but has yet to submit a package.

2011 ESA Meeting

- Trim down food at All P-IE afternoon (retain bar tickets) and breakfast meeting.
- Just have drinks at the Listening Sessions.
- Moderators and judges have been set.
- Invited, sponsored speakers: GC agreed to sponsor registrations. Rogers Leonard is investigating the cost of travel expenses.

Masters Student Award

- The P-IE GC reviewed a first draft of the criteria for the Masters level student award, which was developed by the P-IE Student Awards Committee.
- There was a discussion about naming the award in honor of an individual. The GC suggested accepting names from the P-IE section membership.

Minutes approved by: R. Peterson, P. Borth, P. Davis, G. Thompson, B. Pendleton, J. Temple, M. Siebert, R. Leonard